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ABSTRACT
In this study the femtosecond near-IR and nanosecond green lasers are used to induce alterations in mitotic chromosomes. The subsequent double-strand break responses are studied. We show that both lasers are capable of creating comparable chromosomal alterations and that a phase pale observed within 1–2 s of laser exposure is associated with an alteration of chromatin as confirmed by serial section electron microscopy, DAPI, γH2AX and phospho-H3 staining. Additionally, the accumulation of dark material observed using phase contrast light microscopy (indicative of a change in refractive index of the chromatin) ∼34 s post-laser exposure corresponds spatially to the accumulation of Nbs1, Ku and ubiquitin. This study demonstrates that chromosomes selectively altered in mitosis initiate the DNA damage response within 30 s and that the accumulation of proteins are visually represented by phase-dark material at the irradiation site, allowing us to determine the fate of the damage as cells enter G1. These results occur with two widely different laser systems, making this approach to study DNA damage responses in the mitotic phase generally available to many different labs. Additionally, we present a summary of most of the published laser studies on chromosomes in order to provide a general guide of the lasers and operating parameters used by other laboratories.

INTRODUCTION
DNA damage can occur naturally through endogenous metabolic by-products, DNA replication errors and exogenous exposure to the sun’s UV rays. As a result, organisms have evolved several DNA repair mechanisms in order to afford protection from ensuing mutations that can lead to diseases such as cancer. Many details concerning DNA repair mechanisms have not been elucidated. Therefore, a variety of approaches to induce DNA damage and study the subsequent response have been employed. One of the more recent and growing approaches to study DNA repair factor recruitment uses lasers to produce spatially defined DNA damage in interphase nuclei (1–20). These studies have used a wide variety of laser systems and dosimetry, often making it difficult to compare and interpret results (19).

Notwithstanding these difficulties with the large number of published studies on interphase cells, even less is known about the double-strand break (DSB) response during mitosis. Lasers have been used to selectively damage mitotic chromosomes directly without having to expose the entire cell to a carcinogenic drug or to a large amount of ionizing radiation (21–23). In addition to demonstrating diffraction-limited focal point-specific damage, a known genetic sequence such as the nucleolar organizing region (rDNA) was ‘knocked out’ by laser microirradiation of the chromosome region associated with the nucleolus in late prophase (24–26). The fact that some of the irradiated cells were able to continue through mitosis and proliferate into viable clonal populations suggested that DNA damage signaling and repair very likely occurred at some point after irradiation. However, those early studies were done with long-pulse
microsecond to millisecond green (488, 514 nm) argon ion lasers that are no longer available. In addition, the dosimetry used in those studies was subjective, at best, and did not include careful measurement of the actual energy in the focused spot, or accurate measurement of the transmission through the microscope objective using the currently accepted dual-objective method (27,28).

Considering that the vast majority of DNA damage studies have been conducted on interphase cells, few reports exist on the nature of the DSB response in mitotic cells. One study showed that when mitotic cells were subject to ionizing radiation, H2AX could be phosphorylated on serine 139, a modification that is specific to DSB's (1). A recently published study examining DNA damage responses in mitotic cells using X-rays and chemical agents suggested that signaling following DNA damage is reduced in mitosis and does not reach full levels until the cells enter G1 (29).

The first laser-induced DNA damage response study on mitotic chromosomes showed that the 532 nm nanosecond-pulsed Nd-YAG laser could also induce the formation of γH2AX (1,5). Subsequently, mitotic chromosomes damaged by the femtosecond near-IR laser resulted in the recruitment of Ku80, a protein subunit of DNA-PK, which is part of the core non-homologous-end joining DNA repair pathway (13). These laser micro-irradiation results further indicated that some DNA damage recognition and repair factor recruitment was occurring during mitosis. But none of these studies described the ultrastructural nature of chromosome damage, and they did not follow the time course after the damage had been induced at the specific chromosome loci. Of the published studies in which short-pulsed lasers (femtosecond to nanosecond pulse regimes) have been used to irradiate individual chromosomes, a wide array of lasers, wavelengths and dosimetry have been employed (Tables 1 and 2). Because of these differences, it is often difficult to compare results, repeat experiments of others and generally interpret the results in terms of known physical mechanisms of ablation and/or alteration.

In this study we show, using phase contrast microscopy, that chromosomes of the long-nosed potoroo (Potorous tridactylus, PtK2), microirradiated with either the 200 fs near-infrared (NIR) laser or the 12 ns green second harmonic Nd:YVO₄ laser, exhibit a rapid change in morphology following laser exposure. The change appears as a phase-contrast ‘lightening’ (referred to as ‘paling’) at the site of laser exposure followed by the formation of phase ‘dark’ material within ~30 s of the initial laser exposure. The appearance of the phase dark material, which is an entirely new finding and its subsequent increase in size over the first 3 min post-laser, suggests that the increase in phase density represents the accumulation of DNA damage response proteins. To test this hypothesis, cells were immuno-stained for the following initial responders to DSB: Rad50, Nbs1, γH2AX, Ku and ubiquitin (30). We also examined the recruitment of GFP-Nbs1 to the laser-induced chromosomal phase-dark material in stably transfected PtK1 (Potorous tridactylus)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laser type</th>
<th>Nd:YAG</th>
<th>PALM microlaser system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength (nm)</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>1064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition rate</td>
<td>12 ps</td>
<td>1004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective Mag./N.A.</td>
<td>100/1.25 NA</td>
<td>100/1.2 NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spot diameter (μm)</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.0071 μJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy/pulse (nJ)</td>
<td>0.7 uJ</td>
<td>0.13 nJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of pulses</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.28 μJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total energy delivered (nJ)</td>
<td>252 uJ</td>
<td>850 μJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak irradiance (W/cm²)</td>
<td>4.84 × 10⁹</td>
<td>5.62 × 10¹³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

References (44,45,48) were carried out on extracted chromosomes. NA = not available.
cells. We show that formation of dark material and GFP-Nbs1 recruitment occur with similar kinetics and that recruitment of GFP-Nbs1 to chromosomes in mitotic cells is much slower than in interphase cells. In addition, the precise localization and electron microscope ultrastructure of the phase-dark material was characterized by serial thin section transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and 3D reconstruction. The results demonstrate that the laser-induced phase dark material within the chromosomal paling region corresponds to the localization of DSB recognition and repair proteins (Nbs1, Rad50 and Ku). This novel and unexpected finding is similar for chromosomes damaged with either the NIR fs or the ns green lasers, and should be generally reproducible for other investigators interested in studying DNA repair in mitotic chromosomes. Furthermore, the formation of the phase-dark material provides a method to visually track the damage before fixation and determine its fate during mitosis and into G1. We show that the phase dark material continues to co-localize with Ku and Nbs1 2 h post-mitosis in G1, indicating that damage created in mitosis (metaphase and anaphase) has not been completely repaired.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Cell lines and cell culture**

Long-nosed potoroo, *Potorous tridactylus* (PtK2-male and PtK1-female), epithelial kidney cells originally obtained from the American Type Tissue Culture Collection were grown with Gibco Advanced Minimum Essential Medium (MEM) supplemented with l-Glutamine, 2% fetal bovine serum and were incubated at 37°C with 5% CO₂ (31) on gridded imaging dishes (MatTek) until a confluence of 70% was reached. GFP-Nbs1 PtK1 cells were generated using pMXs-GFP-Nbs1 transfected into 293T Phoenix helper cells expressing viral packaging proteins. Transfection into helper cells was done with a Qiagen’s Effectene Transfection Kit. On the third day after transfection, the media of the transfected 293T cells was collected and used to infect PtK1 cells. Cells expressing GFP-Nbs1 were then isolated by GFP-based cell sorting using a Becton Dickinson FACS Vantage SE DiVa (32).

**Laser exposure and dosimetry**

Mitotic chromosomes in live cells were irradiated using diffraction-limited (0.5–1 μm diameter) focal spots either with a Coherent Mira 76 MHz 200 fs micro-pulsed laser emitting at 780 nm or a Coherent Prisma Nd:YVO₄ 200 KHz 12 ns laser emitting a wavelength of 532 nm. The lasers were focused through a Zeiss 63X 1.4 NA phase contrast objective. To determine the exact irradiance at the focal point, the transmission of the objective at both wavelengths was measured using a modified dual objective method. Two objectives (designated A and B) were placed coaxial so that the lens faced each other with emersion oil and glass coverslips (Fisher Brand 12-542B No. 1) between the two. The objectives were then aligned in the X, Y and Z planes to provide maximum laser transmission. The laser power before the first objective, Pin, and the maximum power after the back aperture of the second objective, Pout, was measured with a Field Max II TOP power meter coupled to a Power Max 3 probe (Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA) with a 19 mm diameter sensor surface. The transmission factor calculated was labeled $T_1 = \frac{P_{\text{out}}}{P_{\text{in}}}$ and is a product of transmission of both the objectives, therefore, $T_1 = T_A \times T_B$, where $T_A$ and $T_B$ are the transmissions of objectives A and B, respectively. A total of three objectives (designated A, B, C) were used to obtain three different transmission factors ($T_1 = T_A \times T_B$, $T_2 = T_B \times T_C$, $T_3 = T_C \times T_A$). These values were then

---

### Table 2. Chromosome microirradiation parameters for the Nd-YAG nanosecond 532 nm laser

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laser type</th>
<th>Nd:YAG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength (nm)</td>
<td>532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse width (ns)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition rate (Hz)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective mag/NA</td>
<td>×60/1.4 NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spot diameter (μm)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy/pulse</td>
<td>400 nJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of pulses</td>
<td>10–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total energy delivered (μJ)</td>
<td>4–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak irradiance (W/cm²)</td>
<td>4.74 × 10⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

References (55,56) are from studies where the chromosomes were extracted from a cell.
used to find the transmission for each individual objective as follows:

\[ T_A \times T_B \times T_C = T_1 \times T_2 \times T_3 \]
\[ T_A \times T_B \times T_C = \sqrt{T_1 \times T_2 \times T_3} \]
\[ T_A = \sqrt{T_1 \times T_2 \times T_3} / T_2 \]
\[ T_B = \sqrt{T_1 \times T_2 \times T_3} / T_3 \]
\[ T_C = \sqrt{T_1 \times T_2 \times T_3} / T_1 \]

The transmission of the Zeiss microscope objective was determined to be 0.50 at 780 nm and 0.58 at 532 nm. Using these determinations, the calculated peak irradiance for a micropulse from the nanosecond 532 nm laser was 1.86 \times 10^{11} \text{W/cm}^2. This corresponds to a total energy of 75.4 \text{mJ}. For experiments with the femtosecond NIR laser, consistent dark material formation was observed with micropulse peak irradiances from 3.81 \times 10^{11} \text{W/cm}^2 to 5.6 \times 10^{11} \text{W/cm}^2 i.e. 210–310 \text{mJ} of total energy. The results presented in this study for the NIR laser were done with the lower peak irradiance of 3.81 \times 10^{11} \text{W/cm}^2. However, a 200 fs micropulse peak irradiance of 5.6 \times 10^{11} \text{W/cm}^2 is also capable of producing the results described in this article. Cells were irradiated and followed post-irradiation for periods of several seconds to 40 min with a Hamamatsu Orca Camera using previously described methods (33,34).

**RESULTS**

**Phase contrast microscopy**

PtK2 chromosomes damaged by the femtosecond NIR laser exhibit phase paling in the exposed area within 5 s of the laser irradiation (compare Figure 1a, prelaser image, to b, arrow). The phase paling persists for several seconds (Figure 1c and d) and is followed by an accumulation of material to form a phase dark spot (referred to as ‘phase dark material’) within the large phase-paling area (Figure 1e–j). The phase dark material appears within 20–30 s of laser exposure and it appears faintly dark (Figure 1d, inset). By 34 s (Figure 1e) the material is observed more clearly as it has increased both in darkness and in size. As time progresses, the material further increases in darkness and size (Figure 1f–j). When a total of 10 cells were analyzed after laser exposure at a peak irradiance of 5.6 \times 10^{11} \text{W/cm}^2, the average time to appearance of the dark material was 34.8 s (SD \pm 4 s). Despite the relatively high irradiance, 14 of 14 cells completed mitosis and entered G1 in a timely manner (Supplementary Video 1).

The change in the phase contrast darkness of the irradiated chromosome region is quantified by taking the gray value along a one pixel-wide line through the irradiated region where every 10 linear pixels is equivalent to 1 \mu m (Supplementary Figure S1a). At time zero (Supplementary Figure S1a), the gray values along the line range from 190 to 200 on a scale where 0 is white and 250 is black. Three to five seconds post-laser, gray values are observed to drop <190 in the laser exposed region. The diameter of this ‘phase paled’ region is determined by finding the distance between the points on the plot where the line begins to drop. At 5 s post-laser, the diameter of the phase-paled material is 0.9 \mu m.

The phase-dark material initially appears as a small peak rising from the lowest points of the plots on the graph and can be detected 23 s following laser exposure (Supplementary Figure S1a). Although the phase change can be detected in Figure 1d (inset), the change could easily have been missed without using the digital camera for pixel measurements. By 3 min post-irradiation, the diameter of the dark area is 1 \mu m (Supplementary Figure S1b).

Chromosome alterations produced by the green nanosecond laser are similar to those observed with the femtosecond laser (Figure 1k–q). Phase paling is observed 3 s post-laser (Figure 1l) with a slight increase in size by 8 s post-laser (Figure 1m). A phase image taken 39 s after laser exposure (Figure 1n) shows initiation of dark material in the irradiated area (see inset). The phase dark material increases in size and darkness over time (Figure 1n–q). Profile gray value plots for lines through the altered region are similar to those observed for the femtosecond NIR laser. The gray values decrease in the irradiated area (phase paling) and start to increase...
with time (Supplementary Figure S2). The measured paled diameter after 3 s is \(1 \mu m\). In this particular cell, the laser actually irradiated the left side of the chromatid plus some of the material in-between the two chromatids. The bright spot in the image was observed immediately following the laser irradiation and represents a change in refractive index of the inter-chromatid material. The actual exposed portion of the chromatid followed in this experiment can be seen on the left side of the bright spot (Figure 1l and m).

**Electron microscopy**

TEM of cells fixed immediately after laser exposure demonstrates that the phase paling corresponds to a decrease in chromatin electron density. Figure 2 contains phase images of the chromosomes immediately after exposure for both the fs NIR and the ns green laser (Figure 2a is NIR fs laser, and 2d is ns green laser). These cells were fixed using a perfusion system that introduced fixative within 1–10 s after laser exposure. Electron micrographs to the right of the phase images demonstrate a difference in electron density at the laser exposure site in comparison to the surrounding chromatin. The shape and diameter of the phase paled region (Figure 2a and d) matches the electron-diminished area in the electron micrographs (Figure 2b and e). For example, the phase-paled diameter measured by light microscopy is \(0.8 \mu m\) for the chromosome damaged by the NIR laser (Figure 2a), and the diameter of the electron-diminished area in Figure 2c is \(0.87 \mu m\). The light microscopy measured paled diameter induced by the green laser is \(0.7 \mu m\) (Figure 2d) and the diameter of the corresponding region in the electron micrograph is \(0.72 \mu m\) (Figure 2f).

NIR laser-exposed chromosomes were examined using serial section (60 nm/section) TEM in cells that were fixed within 1–2 s of exposure (Figure 3). Nineteen sections were analyzed (Figure 3a–s), resulting in an approximate depth of \(1.14 \mu m\). Fourteen of the sections contained recognizable laser alteration as indicated by a lack of electron density when compared to surrounding chromatin (Figure 3a–n). Therefore, the alteration zone was \(780 \, \text{nm} \, \text{deep or } \frac{6.45 \times 10^8 \, \text{nm}^3}{10^8 \, \text{nm}^3} \) in volume. The volume calculation was made by blacking out and then summing the altered areas in each section. Each image represents a section progressing from the bottom of the cell, the region closest to the glass substrate (Figure 3a), to the top of the cell (Figure 3s). Moving from bottom to top, the altered

---

**Figure 1.** Chromosomes irradiated by the femtosecond laser show a phase paling immediately after ablation followed by the formation of a phase dense spot. Bottom right corner of each picture shows the time after laser exposure. (a) Pre-irradiation image. (b) Immediately after irradiation (5 s post-laser) there is a phase paling at the area exposed to the laser which persists after 16 s (c). Within 23 s (d) there is an appearance of phase dark material (see inset) and after 34 s (e) the material has increased in size and appears darker (see inset). As time progresses, the spot observed in (e) increases in darkness and diameter (f-j). (g) Fifty-six seconds post-laser the dark material is larger in size (arrow). (h) One minute and 18 s post-laser the material is darker than in (g). (i) Dark material is larger than in (h). (j) Dark material has increased in size and darkness when compared to (i). A chromosome irradiated by the green nanosecond laser demonstrates a phase paling similar to that observed with the femtosecond NIR laser. Images are labeled according to time after irradiation. (k) Pre-irradiation image. (l) Immediately after irradiation there is a phase paling at damage site (arrow). (m) Eight seconds post-laser the phase paling observed in (l) appears larger in size. (n) Thirty-nine seconds post-laser we start to see the appearance of a small phase dark spot. (o) Seventy seconds post-laser the spot is larger and darker and continues to grow (p and q).
region becomes smaller in area (Figure 3a–n). A three-dimensional reconstruction confirms that the size of this region decreases, moving from the bottom of the chromosome to the top (Supplementary Video 2). This also corresponds to the position of the chromosome in the cell with respect to the bottom and top of the cell.

Electron micrographs of cells fixed 150 s post-laser exposure show that the phase dark material observed under live-cell phase contrast microscopy corresponds to an increase in electron dense material at the laser exposure site (Figure 2g–I). Both the localization and the fine structure of this material are identical for cells exposed to either the femtosecond NIR laser (Figure 2g–i) or the green nanosecond laser (Figure 2j–l). This electron dense material is distinguished from the surrounding chromatin in that it is darker and appears to be more tightly

---

**Figure 2.** TEM reveals that the phase change created by the near-IR and green laser (3–10 s post-laser) is due to a change in the chromatin structure. However, the phase change observed 150 s post-laser is due to an aggregation of electron dense material different from the surrounding chromatin. 
(a) Phase image of a cell damaged with the femtosecond near-IR laser shows the change in the phase contrast at the site exposed to the laser (arrow). The corresponding electron micrograph (b) depicts a change in the electron density at the damage site. (c) Magnification of lesion shown in (a) and (b). The diameter of the electron diminished spot is 0.87 μm. (d) Phase image of a cell damaged with the nanosecond laser. (e) Corresponding TEM of cell shows a change in electron density at the damage site. (f) Magnification of damage site as seen in (d) and (e) (arrows). The measured electron diminished spot diameter is 0.72 μm. Cells fixed 150 s after exposure to the near-IR femtosecond (g–i) and the green nanosecond (j–l) laser with corresponding transmission electron micrographs. (g) Phase image of a cell targeted with the femtosecond laser showing phase dark spots at the chromosomal lesion (arrows). (h) Transmission electron micrograph of the cell shows the phase dark spots correspond to an increase in electron density when compared to nearby chromatin. Only dark material on chromosomes damaged by the laser is relevant to this study. (i) Magnification of the electron dense material. (j) Phase image of a cell damaged by the green laser shows phase dark material (arrow). (k) Phase dark material shows up as electron dense on the electron micrographs. (l) A magnified view of the material shows it is much more dense than the surrounding chromatin and appears similar to that formed when the damage is caused by the femtosecond laser.
aggregated (denser) than the chromatin (See high-magnification TEM’s, Figure 2i and l).

**DSB response**

Cells damaged by the NIR laser were fixed and stained for phosphorylated serine 139 on histone H2AX, a DSB marker, and for Nbs1 an initial responder to DNA damage. A cell prior to laser exposure is shown in low and high magnification (Figure 4a and e). Phase paling is observed 2 s post-laser (Figure 4b and f, arrows) and at 40 s phase-dark material is evident (Figure 4c and g). Eight minutes post-laser, the cell was fixed for immuno-fluorescence staining (Figure 4d and h). In the fixed image, the phase dark material is still visible and appears to have increased in size prior to fixation (Figure 4h). Immuno-fluorescence staining for Nbs1 (red) results in a strong fluorescence spot (Figure 4j) similar in shape to the phase dark material seen in Figure 4h. Overlapping images of the phase and fluorescence for Nbs1 show co-localization of Nbs1 and the phase dark material (Figure 4l). When γH2AX fluorescence (Figure 4k) is overlapped with the phase image (Figure 4h), γH2AX surrounds and partially overlaps the phase dark material (Figure 4i). Overlapping images of the Nbs1 (red) and phase dark material (Figure 4m and n) show that the γH2AX (green) also slightly overlaps Nbs1 (red). Rad50, a protein involved in DSB repair that forms a complex with Nbs1 and Mre-11, was also observed to localize in the same region as the phase dark material (data not shown).

The results of Nbs1 immuno-staining of cells damaged by the green nanosecond laser are similar to those of cells damaged using the NIR femtosecond laser. Nbs1 fluorescence forms a spot with strong fluorescence (red in Figure 5d and e) at the damage site. When Figure 5e is overlapped with 5c the fluorescence co-localizes with the phase dark material and encompasses the 'paled' area that surrounds the dark material (Figure 5d). Additionally, staining for γH2AX shows strong fluorescence surrounding the irradiated region (Figure 5f). When the Nbs1 fluorescence image (Figure 5e) is overlapped with the γH2AX
(Figure 5f), γH2AX is observed to surround and slightly overlap Nbs1 (Figure 5g). An overlay between the image of the phase dark material (Figure 5c) and the fluorescence image for γH2AX (Figure 5f) shows that γH2AX surrounds the irradiated region, the phase paled area and the dark material (Figure 5h). This is the same observation seen when cells are immuno-stained following damage with the NIR femtosecond laser.

A second green laser alteration induced on a different chromosome within the same cell shows an increase in the size of the phase paled region between 10 and 32 s post-laser (Figures 5j and k, respectively). However no phase dark material is formed. Nbs1 immuno-staining for this lesion shows no significant difference in fluorescence from the background staining surrounding the chromosomes. An overlay of the last phase image (Figure 5k) with the Nbs1 fluorescence image (Figure 5m) shows only a background level of fluorescence in the paled area (Figure 5l). These results suggest that the presence of the phase dark material is a result of an accumulation of DNA damage recognition and signaling proteins at the irradiation site. However, this lesion exhibits strong γH2AX accumulation (Figure 5n) that encompasses part of the phase paled region (Figure 5p, an overlay between Figure 5k and Figure 5n). We believe that the differences in Nbs1 fluorescence and phase dark material formation observed in the first and second lesion are due to the length of time between irradiation and fixation. The first lesion was fixed 3 min 15 s post-laser and the second was fixed 35 s post-laser. Therefore, the first lesion had significantly more time to recruit the Nbs1.

Cells damaged by the NIR laser were subjected to DAPI (4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) and Nbs1 immuno-staining. In Figure 6b, two chromosomes (arrows at top and bottom of cell) have been nicked by the laser and exhibit phase paling at the irradiation site 2 s post-laser (see Figure 6a for pre-laser images). The cell was fixed within 1 s of the image acquisition (i.e. 3 s post-laser). Immunofluorescence for Nbs1 (Figure 6d) exhibits only background fluorescence at the laser irradiation site. DAPI staining shows a lack of fluorescence at the damaged regions (Figure 6c, arrows). In another laser-exposed cell (Figure 6e) that was fixed >21.5 min after laser exposure, the laser-induced dark material is still visible after fixation (Figure 6f). DAPI staining of this cell also shows a lack of fluorescence at the damaged region (Figure 6g). However, Nbs1 immunostaining shows distinct fluorescent localization in the laser-exposed area (Figure 6h, arrow). These results indicate that the DNA within the laser exposed area has been altered to such a degree that it cannot be recognized by DAPI. However, this does not indicate that a chromosome fragment has been detached or that there is open space devoid of chromatin. If this were the case, no localization of Nbs1 would be observed at the irradiation site.

To determine whether the dark material at the irradiation site is a result of an accumulation of different proteins, we stained for Ku, a highly conserved protein involved in the core non-homologous end joining

Figure 4. Femtosecond laser irradiation induces a phase dark spot that results in the co-localization of Nbs1 and in the formation of γH2AX on the surrounding damaged area. Shown above (a–d) and corresponding zoomed in figures (e–h). (a and e) Pre-irradiation images. (b and f) Post-irradiation image shows a phase paling at site exposed to laser. (c and g) After 40 s there is the appearance of a phase dark material (arrow). (d and h) Post fixation images. Cells were fixed and stained for phosphorylated γH2AX (k, green) and for Nbs1 (j, red) 8 min after laser irradiation. γH2AX is observed to surround the damage site (k) and (l; an overlap between h and k). Nbs1 colocalizes with the phase dark material as shown on (i; an overlap between h and j). (m) An overlay between Nbs1(j), γH2AX(k) and phase image (h) shows the position of these proteins with respect to the dark material. (n) A merged image between (j) and (k) shows that Nbs1 and γH2AX do not completely overlap.
pathway (Figure 7a–e). A phase image of a cell fixed 3 min post-laser shows two dark spots in two different chromosomes targeted by the laser (Figure 7a). Immunostaining for Ku shows strong fluorescence (Figure 7b) that co-localizes with the dark material (Figure 7e, an overlay between 7a and b). Figure 7c is an immunofluorescence image for histone H3 phosphorylated on Ser10, a modification that is specific to mitotic chromatin. Staining for phospho-H3 shows lack of fluorescence at the damage site. These results are consistent with our results for γH2AX (Figure 4k) and indicate that the dark material does not consist of recognizable histone protein. An overlay between Ku and phospho-H3 shows that Ku localizes within the lesion (Figure 7d).

Ubiquitin, a highly conserved protein modification observed to occur on proteins associated with chromatin at DSB’s (Figure 7f–j), overlaps with the dark material. Figure 7f is an image of a cell fixed 20 min post-laser; arrows depict the phase dark material at the damaged site. Staining for ubiquitin shows strong fluorescence (Figure 7g, arrow) that overlaps with the phase dark material (Figure 7j, overlay between f and g). In this example, phospho-H3 (Figure 7h) staining does not show a lack of fluorescence at the damage site as expected and observed in Figure 7c (arrows). We believe this is due to the proximity of other chromosomes (Figure 7h). A second cell fixed 2 min and 30 s post-laser (Figure 7k) also has accumulation of ubiquitin in the area targeted by the laser (Figure 7l, arrow). In this example, there is a lack of phospho-H3 fluorescence in the area targeted by the laser (Figure 7m). When Figure 7l (ubiquitin, green) and 7m (phospho-H3, red) are overlapped, we observe ubiquitin localizing in the area that lacks histone staining (Figure 7n, arrow and inset). Figure 7o shows an overlap between the dark material and ubiquitin fluorescence (green).

PtK1 cells expressing GFP-Nbs1 also were used to examine DNA damage response protein localization.
These cells were observed by fluorescence time lapse imaging. Figure 8a depicts a chromosome prior to irradiation. A green cross-hair indicates the area targeted by the laser. Immediately to the right is a pre-laser background fluorescence image (Figure 8b). Upon laser exposure, time lapse fluorescence imaging was initiated. The first post-laser fluorescence image was taken 6 s after laser exposure (Figure 8c). At that time point there is no detectable GFP-Nbs1. The profile plot for this time point (Supplementary Figure S3, 6 s post-laser) shows that the gray values along a line drawn through the irradiated area are similar to those observed for the pre-laser image. However, an image taken 17 s post-laser shows the presence of GFP-Nbs1 in the same area targeted by the laser (Figure 8d). When graphed (Supplementary Figure S3; triangles), the 17 second plot has higher gray values in the middle demonstrating an increase in fluorescence in the irradiated area. Both the area and the amount of fluorescence are observed to increase over time (Figure 8e–g and Supplementary Figure S3). Phase images of the same chromosome show phase dark material in the laser-exposed area (Figure 8h). An overlay of the phase and the fluorescence images show co-localization of the phase dark material and GFP-Nbs1 (Figure 8i).

The accumulation of GFP-Nbs1 in mitotic cells was quantified in order to determine the recruitment constant, which subsequently could be compared with that of interphase cells and with the phase dark material. The results reveal that the dark material and GFP-Nbs1 accumulation both fit a first-order exponential function (Figure 9a and b). Measurements in GFP-Nbs1 cells were accomplished by taking the mean pixel intensity of a box enclosing the damaged area and subtracting the background within the same cell. Each data set was normalized to a 0–1 scale and then averaged to create one curve with standard deviation bars (Figure 9a). A total of 11 cells were measured for each graph. Graphs were individually fitted to a first-order exponential function and the time constant was calculated for each so that a mean recruitment time constant could be determined. The average GFP-Nbs1 recruitment constants are $309.4 \pm 72.6$ s ($N = 11$) and $74.7 \pm 25.2$ s ($N = 11$) for mitotic and interphase cells, respectively.

Dark material time constants were obtained by measuring the diameter and mean intensity and plotting them as a function of time (Figure 9b). Images containing immediate phase paling were excluded from the analysis. The graphs were then normalized and fitted as described previously. A total of seven cells were measured. Constants of $40.6 \pm 22.5$ s ($N = 6$) and $76.2 \pm 18.6$ s ($N = 7$) were calculated for the increase of darkness and diameter of the dark material, respectively.

In order to determine the fate of dark material in G1, cells damaged in metaphase and anaphase were followed and fixed 2 h after mitosis. Nbs1 and Ku (Figure 10) continued to co-localize with the dark material. Ubiquitin localized around the dark material and slightly overlapped it (Figure 10a, b and e). For comparison, the daughter cell that did not contain the dark material was included in the figure and served as a negative control. Figure 10a shows the phase image of a cell fixed 2 h after mitosis. A white box encloses the dark spot and a magnified view (inset) of the area containing the dark material is shown. The dark material is on the edge of the nucleus, near the nuclear membrane. Ubiquitin immunofluorescence was strong in the daughter cell containing the dark material (Figure 10b). A magnified view shows a lack of fluorescence in the center that is similar in
shape to the dark material in Figure 10a. Nbs1 staining results in strong fluorescence (Figure 10c) that overlaps the dark material (Figure 10f; an overlap between 10a and 10c). Figure 10d is an overlap between 10b (ubiquitin) and 10c (Nbs1). This figure shows ubiquitin surrounding and slightly overlapping the Nbs1. When the position of ubiquitin relative to the dark material is examined (Figure 10e, which is an overlap between 10a and 10b), ubiquitin is observed to surround the dark material. A different cell immunostained for Ku and Nbs1 also contains the dark material at the edge of the nucleus (Figure 10g, arrow). In this cell, Ku and Nbs1
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**Figure 7.** Ku and ubiquitin co-localize with the phase dark material in cells irradiated by the laser (scale bars measure 10 µm). (a) Phase image of a cell fixed 3 min post-laser. Arrows depict both areas targeted by the laser. (b) Immunofluorescence staining for Ku shows two bright spots that are similar in shape and size as the dark material. (c) Phospho histone H3 (Ser 10) immunostaining shows lack of staining in the area damaged by the laser. (d) Overlay between Ku and phospho histone demonstrates the position of Ku fluorescence with respect to surrounding chromatin. (e) Overlay between phase fixed image and Ku fluorescence image shows colocalization between the dark material and Ku. (f) Phase image of a fixed cell 20 min post-laser, an arrow depicts the location of the phase dark material that formed after laser irradiation. (g) Ubiquitin immunofluorescence demonstrates a bright spot at the area damaged by the laser. (h) Phospho histone H3 (Ser 10) immunostaining. (i) Overlay between ubiquitin and phospho histone fluorescence images. (j) Fixed phase image overlapped with ubiquitin fluorescence demonstrates that the dark material co-localizes with ubiquitin. (k) Fixed phase image of a cell 2 min 30 s post-laser shows dark material (arrows and inset). (l) Ubiquitin staining demonstrates strong fluorescence in the shape of the dark material (arrow). (m) Phospho histone staining shows lack of fluorescence in the area targeted by the laser. (n) A merge between (l) and (m) illustrates that ubiquitin (green) is found within the area lacking phospho-H3 staining(red). (o) An overlap between ubiquitin staining (i, green) and (k) shows co-localization between the dark material and ubiquitin.
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**Figure 8.** Cells expressing GFP-Nbs1 show an increase in fluorescence intensity and radius at chromosomes damaged by the laser which is similar to the formation of the phase dark material. (a) Pre-laser phase image where the green cross-hair shows the area targeted by the laser. (b) Fluorescence pre-laser image. Each image is labeled with the time following laser exposure. (c) Six seconds post laser GFP-Nbs1 accumulation is still undetectable within the damaged site. (d) Seventeen s post-laser we get fluorescence. (e–g) As time progresses, fluorescence is seen to increase in intensity. (h) Final phase image taken showing the phase dark region. (i) Shows the overlap between the fluorescence and phase dark spot observed in (h).
co-localize (Figure 10j, overlap of h and i) with each other. Additionally, Nbs1 co-localizes with the dark material (Figure 10k, overlay between g and h) as does Ku (Figure 10l).

**DISCUSSION**

Comparison of laser systems and mechanisms of interaction

Previous phase-contrast microscope studies involving microirradiation with the 225–300 nm UV laser (39.40), 488–514 nm argon ion laser (21.23) and the 483–519 nm dye laser (21.36) have described chromosomal alterations as phase-paled regions when compared with the surrounding chromatin. These early studies were performed with laser exposures in the millisecond (ms) and microsecond (μs) domains. More recently, chromosome damage created with shorter pulsed femtosecond near-IR (NIR) and the green nanosecond (ns) lasers resulted in paling similar to that observed in those early studies (Figure 1b and i). However, unlike the earlier studies with the longer pulsed laser systems, when the short pulse lasers are used in the studies reported here, a small amount of phase-dark material appears within the larger paled region of the chromosome. This material forms 34–39 s post-laser exposure. This is evidenced by both pixel intensity profiles (Supplementary Figures S1 and S2) and the phase contrast chromosome images (Figures 1e, and 1n arrows). Previous laser chromosome microirradiation studies have not reported the formation of phase dark material at the irradiation sites. This could be due to differences in laser radiation dose, wavelength, pulse duration or time from exposure to fixation. For example, in a study utilizing the argon ion laser to alter a submicron region of PtK2 chromosomes, cells were fixed...
within 30 s of laser exposure, a time period which may not have been long enough for the phase dark material to form (41).

Recent DNA damage response studies on interphase cells using short-pulsed lasers to microirradiate narrow regions in the nucleus (usually 1–2 μm in width and 5–10 μm in length) did show phase paling followed by a phase darkening that co-localized with several DSB recognition and signaling factors. This was observed for the following lasers: (i) the nanosecond and picosecond 532 nm laser (4,19,42); (ii) the nanosecond 337 nm UVA laser with and without BrdU, 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine (19); and (iii) the femtosecond near-IR laser (4,13,16,19). In one study using the same fs NIR laser reported here, both phase paling and darkening were observed and they appeared to be dependent on the laser dose. At the lower irradiance (2.1 × 10^6 W/cm^2), no detectable nuclear phase change was observed. At higher irradiance (6.1 × 10^6 W/cm^2) a phase paled line appeared immediately following laser exposure, and over a 3–30 s time period a phase dark line appeared (16). These results from laser microirradiated interphase nuclei support the

Figure 10. Phase dark material created in mitosis can be followed into G1. (a) Phase image of daughter cells fixed 2 h after cytokinesis. A box encloses the dark material formed in mitosis and followed into G1 (inset). (b) Ubiquitin staining of daughter cells shows that there is strong fluorescence in the daughter cell containing the damage. A magnification of the fluorescence (inset) shows lack of staining in the middle which is similar in shape to the dark material observed in (a). (c) Nbs1 staining. Bright spots appear in one of the daughter cells. (d) Overlap image between Nbs1 (red) and Ubiquitin (green) demonstrates that Nbs1 is surrounded by the ubiquitin and is slightly overlapped by it. (e) Overlap between (a) and (b). The dark material is surrounded and overlapped on the periphery by ubiquitin (green). (f) Overlap of (a) and (c). Nbs1 co-localizes with the dark spot. (g) Different cell fixed 2 h post-mitosis. The dark material is observed at the edge of the nucleus. (h) Nbs1 fluorescence is similar in shape. (i) Ku fluorescence. (j) Overlay of (h) and (i) demonstrates that both Nbs1 and Ku are in the same location within the cell. (k) Nbs1 (green) overlaps the dark material. (l) Ku (red) overlaps the dark material.
suggestion that the phase dark material observed in the laser-irradiated chromosomes is a function of the laser dose.

However, as reported previously for laser irradiated interphase cells (19), and in published studies where mitotic chromosomes have been irradiated, a large variety of different laser parameters, including wavelength, pulse duration, peak irradiance, total energy, etc., have been used by different investigators (Tables 1 and 2) (5,13,43–56). This makes comparisons between studies and repeatability by other labs difficult. For example, chromosomes have been irradiated with short-pulsed lasers in the UV (266, 337, 340 and 355 nm), visible (primarily 532 nm) and the NIR infrared (760, 800 and 1064 nm). Pulse durations have ranged from 170 fs to 17 ns, and peak irradiances from $10^7$ to $10^{11}$ W/cm$^2$. Particularly, for the 532 nm second harmonic wavelength of the Nd:YAG and Nd:YVO$_4$ which have been used in many chromosome irradiation studies in live mitotic cells (Table 2), even though the wavelength has been identical and pulse durations have been relatively similar (5–10 ns), there has been considerable variation in the total energy used per irradiation spot (0.7–400 nJ), and the peak irradiances have ranged from $10^6$ to $10^{12}$ W/cm$^2$. In addition, with the increasing interest in the NIR fs lasers for cellular microablation studies, the choice between which laser system and dosimetry to use becomes problematic for the non-engineer/physicist biologist. Therefore, it is important to establish a set of laser parameters that can be used to produce consistent and well-defined alterations to the DNA and chromatin. Further, understanding the precise physical mechanism(s) of the alteration process would be extremely useful for interpretation of the observed structural and biochemical alterations in the targeted region. As discussed previously (19,33), four potential mechanisms for the production of damage to the target structure can occur: (i) temperature rise produced by linear or two photon absorption; (ii) generation of large thermo-elastic stresses; (iii) various photochemical processes by linear or two photon absorption including DNA cross-linking damage and production of free radicals and reactive oxygen species; and (iv) optical breakdown (plasma formation) produced by a combination of multiphoton and cascade ionization processes, leading to thermal, mechanical and chemical damage. It is possible that one or more of these mechanisms is occurring in a single irradiation event, especially when rapidly pulsing lasers are used because thousands of individual laser pulses may be included in any single irradiation event. For example, in the studies reported here, the 200 fs NIR laser operates at 76 MHz, so a millisecond exposure results in 760 thousand pulses in an irradiated spot. In the case of the green ns laser, a millisecond exposure contains 2000 pulses of light. In both of these cases, it is very possible that the first (or first several) pulse in the pulse train alters the absorption properties of the target material such that the remaining pulses may interact with the target quite differently. This secondary interaction mechanism may be thermal as opposed to the first pulse which may cause the change via a multiphoton or plasma-mediated process (33). In addition, it is often difficult to compare the different studies (Tables 1 and 2) in the published literature with respect to ablation mechanisms since the laser wavelengths and operating parameters (pulse duration, pulse repetition rate, energy dose, irradiance and methods of measuring the laser energy in the focal spot) may differ considerably between studies, or it is even possible that this key information is not in the manuscript because the commercial laser microscope systems are designed in such a way that all the relevant dosimetric information is not easily determined (45,46). With respect to this latter point, it is really important that all this information be provided so that comparison between studies can be made.

Ultrastructural alteration of chromatin

In order to more fully characterize the extent and nature of the changes in the irradiated region of the chromosome, serial thin-section TEM was performed on single irradiated cells. Micrographs of cells fixed 3–10 s after exposure to the NIR (Figure 2a–e) and green lasers (Figure 2d–f) show that the phase pulling observed at the light microscope level correlates with a decrease in electron density of the chromatin in the exposed regions. This decrease in electron density appears identical for both the femtosecond NIR and the nanosecond green lasers. Serial TEM sections show that there is greater laser-induced change to the chromatin closest to the substrate (Figure 3), previously defined as the side closest to the glass surface. That alteration appears to decrease moving away from the substrate. This alteration in geometry is consistent with a three-dimensional spherical Gaussian laser beam profile, where the center of the profile has the highest photon density conferring the highest level of alteration. In addition, serial section TEM analysis confirms that the loss of electron density in the focal volume is not the result of material being pushed or ejected into another plane. Had this been the case, displaced or altered chromatin would have been observed in one of the serial sections above or below the altered region. While Figures 3a and b do show some recognizable chromatin within the ‘laser-exposed’ area, this is not enough to account for the chromatin missing from other sections. However, it is possible that the laser-irradiated chromatin has been altered at its molecular level so that it does not bind the uranyl acetate, a stain known to form ionic bonds with the phosphate groups of DNA (57).

Electron micrographs of cells fixed 150 s post-laser reveal a subsequent increase in dark-staining electron dense material, which appears to have accumulated with time (see Figure 2g–i). This new material that has aggregated in the irradiation site corresponds both in location and time to the phase dark material observed with the light microscope. The time-dependent accumulation of this electron dense material suggests that its formation may be due to an accumulation of DNA damage response proteins.

Dark material is a result of DSB response proteins

To examine the hypothesis that the dark material represents the accumulation of DNA damage response
proteins, laser-irradiated chromosomes were stained for known markers for DNA DSB’s (γH2AX) and initial DNA damage response proteins (Nbs1, Rad50 and Ku, discussed later). The highly conserved MRN protein complex, consisting of Mre-11, Rad50 and Nbs1 is known to be recruited to damaged DNA and activate ATM, a kinase involved in the phosphorylation of proteins involved in cell cycle control and DNA repair (58,59). For example, ATM phosphorylates the histone H2AX variant on serine 139 (termed γH2AX) in response to DSB’s (1,2,60). MRN’s ability to be recruited to damaged DNA without ATM suggests that this complex is an initial DNA damage responder (61–63). Moreover, Nbs1’s rapid accumulation to damage sites suggest that Nbs1 should be detected in our laser studies (64,65). Lukas et al. observed the accumulation of two DNA damage response proteins, GFP-Nbs1 and GFP-MDC1, as early as 20 s after UV laser exposure to nuclei of interphase cells (7,66). These studies confirm that the DNA damage response can occur in a time frame similar to that of the accumulation of the phase dark material and the Nbs1 recruitment reported here. We observed localization of Nbs1 as early as 17s post-NIR laser exposure (Figure 8d) which is comparable to the 20 s post-UV laser exposure observed by Lukas et al. (7,65).

Our results are not only consistent with studies showing Nbs1 accumulation as early as 20 s post-laser but they also demonstrate that the detection of DNA damage on mitotic chromosomes can occur as rapidly as it does in interphase nuclei.

However, subsequent recruitment of GFP-Nbs1 is slower in mitotic cells than in interphase cells (Figure 9a; compare red and blue graph). This is most likely due to the fact that mitotic chromosomes are highly condensed structures where the DNA and associated proteins are supercoiled into a structure approximately 10-fold more condensed than in an interphase chromosome (67,68). Additionally, our results demonstrating that the increase in dark material diameter is occurring with similar kinetics to GFP-Nbs1 recruitment further indicate that the dark material is comprised of initial DNA damage response proteins. However, it is not clear why there is a difference in the increase in darkness and diameter time constants. We speculate that the increase in darkness occurs a little faster rate because the recruited proteins go to the center of the damaged site first and then aggregate around the damaged site resulting in an overall increase in size.

The localization of Ku with respect to the laser-induced dark material was also studied. Mari et al. demonstrated that Ku was recruited to metaphase and anaphase chromosomes in hamster cells when damaged by the femtosecond NIR laser at a peak irradiance of 1.72 \times 10^{11} \text{W/cm}^2. However, those experiments were done by cutting through several chromosomes in a linear region and the authors did not report whether there were changes to the chromosomes at the light microscopy level. Our results show that peak irradiances of 3.81 \times 10^{11} to 5.6 \times 10^{11} from the NIR laser can also be used to damage mitotic chromosomes resulting in the accumulation of Ku heterodimer at the irradiation sites which overlaps with the phase dark material observed in the light microscopy images. Additionally, we show (Supplementary Figure S4) that nanosecond laser irradiance of 1.86 \times 10^{10} \text{W/cm}^2 is also capable of damaging individual chromosomes of PtK1 and PtK2 cells and that Ku is recruited to these damage sites.

Remarkably, ubiquitylation was also observed at mitotic lesions and co-localizes with the dark material (see Figure 7). This biochemical modification is highly conserved in eukaryotes and is frequently associated with proteasome degradation. Studies have elucidated its role in the DNA damage response through RNF8/RNF168-dependent ubiquitylation of histones at DSB’s (69). A recently published study using ionizing radiation and radiomimetic drugs to induce DSBs in mitotic cells did not identify ubiquitin modifications on chromatin or IR-induced foci (IRIF) formation by ubiquitin, RNF8 or RNF168 (29). It was interpreted that these enzymes are not recruited to the damage sites and no ubiquitylation occurs at the damage sites in mitosis (29). However, the study was relying on IRIF formation, which was shown to be distinct from the initial recruitment of the factors and entails further clustering of proteins and amplification of signals surrounding the damage sites (6,42). Since laser systems will generate high-density DNA breaks in a highly focused area, it is possible to detect the recruitment of factors that do not form IRIF (4,19,42,70). This is consistent with the fact that the recruitment of Ku, which does not form IRIF, is clearly detectable in the current study. Detection of Ku at the damage sites is not possible with conventional damaging methods such as irradiation. Thus, our results suggest that the initial recruitment of Ub ligases and local ubiquitylation does occur at the damage sites even in mitosis. In agreement with the recent study (29), however, the secondary signal amplification process (IRIF formation) may be impaired in mitosis. Our results show that ubiquitin appears to strictly co-localize with the dark material and Ku but not γH2AX on mitotic chromosomes, indicating that spreading of the Ub signal is limited in mitosis. In contrast, cells followed for up to 2 h after mitosis demonstrate that the ubiquitin signal spreads to the surrounding chromatin and only slightly overlaps the dark material in G1 phase (Figure 10e). This staining pattern is similar to that observed in our results where γH2AX immunofluorescence surrounds the dark material, the Nbs1, and the Ku proteins in laser micro-irradiated chromosomes. It is also reminiscent of previous findings in interphase cells where γH2AX surrounds Mre11 (70). Thus, the results suggest that the initial Ub response occurs at the damage sites in mitosis, but its spreading or IRIF formation does not occur until cells enter G1. Additional studies are required to determine whether the same RNF8 pathway is induced or whether other ubiquitin ligases and target(s) may be involved in response to mitotic damage.

The ultrastructural results in combination with the localization of known DNA damage response proteins [Nbs1 and Ku] as well as recruitment of the fusion protein GFP-Nbs1 to the same sites as the phase dark material, support the hypothesis that the phase dark regions are formed as a result of recruitment of DNA damage response factors. The accumulation of
GFP-Nbs1 is observed to take place in a similar manner to the appearance of the phase dark material. Both are spherically shaped and both occur within the same time frame and at the same location. Importantly, we observed that the absence of the phase dark material is associated with the absence of Nbs1. For example, a cell fixed 1-2 s post-laser, and prior to the formation of the phase dark material, does not show fluorescence in the area targeted by the laser when immunostained for Nbs1 (Figure 6d). Taken together, the spatial, temporal and co-localization by the laser when immunostained for Nbs1 (Figure 6d). Kim et al. had similar results in interphase cells where Mre11 was surrounded by γH2AX (70). In our studies, staining for phospho-H3 (Ser 10) confirms that there is a lack of recognizable histone protein at the lesion (Figure 7c and m). These results are likely due to indiscriminate laser damage to the proteins (histones) in the irradiation area (70).

Laser-irradiated mitotic cells enter G1

Fourteen cells damaged with the femtosecond laser and followed by time-lapse microscopy completed mitosis in a timely manner. These results are consistent with previous experiments that demonstrated the ability of PtK1 cells to complete mitosis after green nanosecond chromosome irradiation (5). In addition to determining that laser-irradiated cells could finish mitosis and enter G1, we were able to visually track the dark damage material into G1. Two hours post-mitosis the dark material was still overlapped by Ku and Nbs1. This demonstrates that DNA damage created in mitosis is not fully repaired by the time the cell enters G1. In addition, the dark material is observed near the newly formed nuclear envelope for all cells followed from mitosis. These findings are reminiscent of previous studies done in yeast that found DSBs are relocated to the nuclear periphery (72,73).

CONCLUSIONS

In summary our results show that: (i) the ns green and fs NIR lasers are capable of forming chromosomal alterations that are comparable to each other at both the light and electron microscope levels; (ii) the phase paling observed within 1-2 s of laser microirradiation is correlated with either an alteration or lack of chromatin as confirmed by electron microscopy, DAPI, γH2AX and phospho-histone H3 (ser 10) staining; (iii) the formation of phase dark material is related to the accumulation of DNA damage response proteins, particularly Nbs1, Ku and ubiquitinated proteins; (iv) DNA damage created in mitosis is not completely repaired as evidenced by the localization of Ku and Nbs1 to the damage followed to G1; and (v) cells will complete cell division following laser microirradiation of chromosomes. It is clear from this study, that the cells’ DSB recognition and repair pathways are activated when mitotic chromosomes are damaged, and that recruitment of GFP-Nbs1 is much slower in mitotic cells than in interphase cells. Further studies are necessary to elucidate the mechanism by which ubiquitination localization is changing from mitosis to interphase.
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Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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